
SCB Families:

I hope this email finds you well and warm, enjoying some downtime this holiday season.  2022
is just around the corner, and I am hopeful that we will continue to see movement towards
normal business operations for all of our school activities.

That said, I wanted to send you an update about our return to school, especially in light of the
newest variant that appears to be making a big impact on our larger community.  The Omicron
variant is contagious and rapidly spreading.  While our school protocols are strong, there are a
couple of things we can do to add in extra protections, especially post vacation time.

Know that our first priority is the health and safety of all our students and faculty and staff, and it
is followed by our desire to keep our school open with kids in desks learning.  The current health
department regulations state that if a classroom or cohort has 3 cases OR 10% of the class
testing positive, then it would be considered an “outbreak” and potential classroom closure and
pivot to remote learning would ensue. None of us want to have to go back to remote learning, so
the collective management of this current situation is crucial for our community.

The CDC has revised guidelines for the general public but they are not yet approved for the
school environment.  The original guidelines per the health department remain.  The moment
these rules change, I will let you all know.

Here is what we can do together to mitigate current Covid spread:

Quarantine post travel: If you have traveled by air over the holidays, please follow the
guidance for domestic travel attached.  If your student is fully vaccinated, they can return to
school.  If your student is unvaccinated, please wait 7 days post travel to return to school.
Teachers can post work online and work with your students on makeup work.  As a reminder,
we have a lab in the school office that can test, and please feel free to come in for that extra
assurance post travel.

Quarantining post positive case: The quarantine period for a student who has tested positive
remains the same - 10 days post symptoms/positive test result and 24 hours post fever.

Come in for a test: If your student at any time needs a test, please come into our main office
at 8:45 (after the beginning of the school day) and our office can rapid test your student.

Mask Wearing: As per state mandate and our protocol, masks will be worn in all of our indoor
spaces and space will be maintained.  If you have access to N95 masks, they are proving the
most effective against the spread of the disease. While it is not a requirement to wear a N95, if
you have them, I would default to them.  I have an order in for our office to procure some if your
student would need one as well.



While I wish that my Happy New Year email wasn’t Covid related, I remain optimistic that
together we can continue to work together to keep kids healthy, safe, and in school.

As always, if you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me - I am here to help.

Happy New Year to you and your families.

Beth O’Reilly


